
Only available at

Working in parallel with our busy lives, Soul Elements balances life and work in an active world - hard wearing and both kid and pet friendly, these ranges 
work hard for our families.

Performance Warranty
Flooring Xtra confidently provides a comprehensive Performance Warranty in line with the warranty periods stated for each product in this brochure, 
covering wear and manufacturing defects, so you can be sure of your investment. See warranty document for the full terms and conditions.

Lifetime Installation Warranty
Our lifetime installation warranty offers peace of mind. All Flooring Xtra stores promise to fully guarantee their installations against faulty workmanship. Our 
goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for a major failure and 
for compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of 
acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure. 

You can see or read more about Soul Elements at www.flooringxtra.com.au/soulelements or visit in-store to view the ranges. 
Images are for illustrative purposes only and the actual carpet colour may vary from colour shown.

SOLID-CORE LUXURY PLANKS DESIGNED  FOR  SUN-DRENCHED  AUSTRALIAN  HOMES 

Waterproof

Sun proof

Lifetime Residential Warranty



WHAT MAKES COASTAL HAVEN EXTRAORDINARY?

COASTAL HAVEN PERFORMS BRILLIANTLY UNDER EXTREME HEAT

Coastal Haven solid-core luxury planks can be selected for any room in the home.

Coastal Haven uses the TIGHT 
LOCK Installation method. No glue 
is used. Planks CLICK together 
tightly on the long side and DROP 
into place on the short side, to give 
a water tight seal that doesn’t warp 
or lift.

Coastal Haven solid core planks 
feature a multi-layer quartz 
enhanced urethane coating which 
provides exceptional resistance to 
heavy foot traffic, indents, scratches 
and scuffs. They provide excellent 
acoustic benefits making them ideal 
where noise dampening is needed. 
In addition, Coastal Haven floors 
are heat and cold proof, water, sun 
and fade proof, scratch and impact 
resistant. Coastal Haven is an 
exceptional product.

The solid-core of Coastal Haven 
is free from  ortho-phthalates, 
plasticizers and other harmful 
content. The TIGHT LOCK 
installation method is chemical, 
glue and dust free. Coastal Haven 
are a certified product (Reach - CE 
- PROP 65 - Floorscore - VIC A+ - 
DIBT)

Multi-Layer Quartz Enhanced PUR Coating
exceptional resistance to heavy foot traffic, indents, 
scratches and scuffs

Deep Structure Decorative Layer
the true to life look & feel of premium oak timber

New Extra Dense Rigid Solid-Core
free of harmful content, waterproof, extra stable & 
extra sound absorbent, up to 80% natural limestone

Built In Underlay
for added acoustic performance

Plank Size 
Total Thickness Wear 
Layer 
Wear Layer Treatment 
Wear Class 
Surface 

Edge Design 
Fire Rating ISO 9239.1 
Slip Rating 
Underfloor Heating 
Planks per Box 
Installation Method 
Warranty 

Waterproof Sun proof Family Friendly Pet Friendly Lifetime Installation 
Warranty

Easy to 
Maintain

223 x 1490mm 
5.50mm (4mm board & 1.50mm backing) 
0.50mm  
Quartz enhanced PUR coating
Commercial class 34 - very heavy traffic
Natural embossed, true to life oak boards  
Embossed in Registered (EIR)
Micro V groove 4 sided 
Pass
P3 
Suitable for water based systems 
7 pcs/box (2.326m2)
Tight Lock - no underlay - min. floor prep required 
Lifetime Residential

*Woodmix describes the selection of all 
the shade varieties in a range, resulting in 
a multi-shade plank floor. Each box has a 

random selection of woodmix planks which 
can be subtle differences between planks or 
more contrasting depending on the range. 

SUN PROOF

EASY TO INSTALL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

PERFORMANCE SAFE + SUSTAINABLE

FADE PROOF HEAT PROOF WARP PROOF WATER PROOF

Seawind
COA2140SP

Balnarring 
Blackbutt
COA1643SP

Merricks Bark
COA2054SP
*WOODMIX

Shoreham Range
COA1990SP
*WOODMIX

Red Hill Eucalyptus
COA2052SP
*WOODMIX

Emu Plains
COA1991SP
*WOODMIX

Fingal Spotted 
Gum
COA2050SP

Flinders Sunrise
COA1997SP 
*WOODMIX

Point Leo Charcoal
COA2005SP

Main Ridge
COA2002SP

WOODMIX




